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Modern phenotyping enables the measurement of many phenotypic traits
simultaneously, yielding vast amounts of quantitative data that is hard to manage and
analyze. This type of data, when adequately examined, could reveal genotype-tophenotype relationships and meaningful relationships between individual measured
traits. Efficient data mining is currently challenging for experimental biologists, as
many researchers are limited by their ability to curate, integrate and explore these
complex outputs. Additionally, data transparency, accessibility and reproducibility
have become important considerations for scientific publication. Thus, the need for a
streamlined pipeline for curating phenotypic data is now more pressing than in the
past. To address that need, we developed an open-source online platform for
multivariate analysis, MVApp, which allows interactive data curation, in-depth data
analysis and customized visualization. MVApp was developed in R using the Shiny
framework, combining several functional R modules into a comprehensive toolkit
that can be used without any prior knowledge of R, programming or advanced
statistics. MVApp aims to enhance data transparency, standardize and facilitate
phenotypic data curation and increase statistical literacy among the scientific
community. Given that contributions from users in this open-source environment is
encouraged, MVApp can be continuously updated and expanded to facilitate the
analysis of high-throughput phenotyping outputs.
Advances in data acquisition methods have enabled the rapid collection of vast multivariate
biological datasets from plants, animals, single cell systems, and beyond1. The development
of next-generation high-throughput phenotyping platforms, in particular, has led to more
data-rich experimental outputs that capture many physiological processes simultaneously
across large populations and under various conditions through time. Yet, the usefulness of
these emerging technologies is limited by high operational costs and the ability of
researchers to curate, integrate and explore their highly complex outputs.2 Sound
interpretation of phenotypic data often requires researchers to have expertise in
programming and statistics, and even access to expensive statistical software. While great
efforts have been made to develop open-source data curation and analysis platforms for
exploring RNAseq3 and metabolomics data,4 no such platform exists for large phenomic
datasets. As the scientific community strives for FAIR (findable, accessible, interoperable and
reproducible) data, there is an increasing need for standardized methods of data curation,
processing, and analysis prior to publication. Such optimization of data processing tools will
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not only accelerate and standardize data exploration and visualization, but will also promote
the greater reproducibility and transparency of data curation and analysis.
To contribute towards this goal, we developed an open-source online platform called MVApp
for interactive data curation and in-depth multivariate analysis. MVApp provides a
comprehensive toolkit for the thorough exploration of most types of data. MVApp aims to
help scientists and research staff with limited knowledge of R-programming and statistics to
curate their collected data in a standardized manner and to perform comprehensive and
robust statistical tests within minutes. MVApp was developed in R using the Shiny
framework, exploiting R’s computational potential from various packages and integrating
them into a user-friendly interface. Examples of previously developed Shiny applications are
abundant, including boxplot generators,5 RNAseq data analysis pipelines,6,7 and tools for
teaching
business
analytics.8
Our
browser-based
application
(http://MVApp.kaust.edu.sa/MVApp) is safe to use, as the uploaded data is not saved on the
server and all the input information is deleted when the session is closed. MVApp combines
several existing statistical R packages into a pipeline, presented in Figure 1, guiding the user
through the interactive process of data curation, exploration, and analysis. We present
several functionalities of MVApp.

Figure 1. An overview of the MVApp modules for streamlined data curation, exploration and analysis.
Through a user-friendly interface, MVApp provides different statistical tools for curating data, testing
hypotheses, identifying trends and defining genotype-to-phenotype and phenotype-to-phenotype
relationships. Data curation can be performed using the interquartile range (1.5xIQR), Cook’s distance,
standard deviation from the median and the Bonferroni outlier test. Curated and non-curated data is made
available for comparison and further analyses. For generating new hypotheses, the MVApp offers a wide array
of analyses. The relationships among different measured traits can be examined using correlation analysis. The
contribution of traits to the observed variance can be evaluated using principal component analysis (PCA), and
the dimensionality of the dataset can be reduced using either PCA or multidimensional scaling (MDS).
Individual samples can be clustered into sub-groups using hierarchical or k-means clustering. The relationships
between the measured traits and the traits of major interest (TOMI) can be evaluated using quantile regression.
For hypothesis testing, MVApp allows the user to visually inspect the conditions of parametric tests and to
examine pre-defined groups for significant differences using both parametric and non-parametric tests. The
MVApp is an open-source project, and its online version is available at http://mvapp.kaust.edu.sa/MVApp/.
Community contributions to improve existing modules or to add new ones are encouraged.

Outlier identification. MVApp accelerates and standardizes the curation of data by
highlighting possible outliers based on pre-selected grouping variables. The outliers are
identified using various detection methods, such as the interquartile range (1.5xIQR), Cook’s
distance, Bonferroni outlier test, or standard deviation from the median. The outlier
selection can be performed based on one or multiple measured traits. If the input data
contains a time element or a gradient series, then a low regression-coefficient value
(indicating a poor fit of the trendline) can be used as an additional criterion for the outlier
selection. The MVApp tabs allow the user to visualize the data both with and without outliers
for further analyses, such as comparing the various effects of data curation with the chosen
outlier-selection method.
Dynamic response characterization. MVApp allows the characterization of
dynamic responses (such as growth or survival along a gradient) that can be summarized by
fitting different types of curves (linear, quadratic, exponential and square root) and
polynomial functions to the change in a measured trait value. Based on the mean regression
(R2) of a curve to the observed data per individual sample, MVApp also indicates the model
with the best fit. Polynomial functions are fitted to the data using cubic and smoothed splines.
Fitted curves can be compared to the data points and viewed in the fit-plot to identify values
that do not follow the expected dynamics observed in the experiment. Summary statistics
from the fitted curves are presented for examination, and significant differences among the
pre-defined groups are tested using one-way ANOVA and Tukey HSD pairwise tests.
Standard statistical tests. The user can perform several standard statistical tests in
MVApp. Measured traits can be evaluated for normal distribution or equal variance, and
visually examined using histograms, QQ-plots and boxplots to check whether the
assumptions of parametric tests have been met. The parametric tests that can be
implemented in MVApp include the one or two sample t-test and the one- or two-way ANOVA
using Tukey HSD pairwise test. The non-parametric tests available in MVApp include the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Kruskal-Wallis and Wilcoxon tests. All these analyses are
accompanied by graphical visualizations that can be adjusted by the user and downloaded
for use in publications.
Correlation analysis. Advances in measuring multiple traits not only facilitate the
study of phenotype-to-genotype relationships (e.g. comparing mutants to wild type), but also
allow a better understanding of the phenotype-to-phenotype interactions. Hence,
correlation analysis is vital in establishing which phenotypic traits are highly correlated and,
thus, likely to be redundant, and also which correlations will change as a result of their
environment and/or genotype. Correlation analysis in MVApp demonstrates the strength,
variability and significance of a correlation throughout different subsets. Each correlation
can be examined in further detail by moving the cursor over individual data points in the
interactive scatter plots. The contribution of each measured trait to the overall observed

variance can be examined using principal component analysis (PCA). The dimensionality of
the data can be reduced by PCA or multidimensional scaling (MDS) using scaled and unscaled
data. Additionally, both PCA and MDS can provide insight into the phenotype-to-phenotype
relationships and how those relationships are affected by factors such as treatment,
genotype or time.
Cluster analysis. Users can perform cluster analyses based on any number of
measured traits to reveal sub-groups of samples within an experiment that exhibit similar
patterns or trends. The relationships among the samples can be established by either
hierarchical or k-means clustering. K-means clustering assigns individual samples to a userdefined number of centroids. The identified clusters can be visualized in bar plots or scatter
plots according to their measured traits in order to evaluate the contribution of a certain
trait to the overall variation in the data. Hierarchical clustering, in contrast, does not require
the user to pre-specify the number of clusters to be produced. Instead, the samples are
grouped together based on a user-selected trait, continuing until a single cluster is formed.
The resulting dendrogram is matched to a heat map that illustrates the value of the trait
selected for clustering. The user can “cut” the dendrogram at a specific distance, resulting in
the desired number of clusters. The differences among the samples belonging to each cluster
can be examined using box plots, ANOVA or Tukey’s HSD test for significance.
Estimation of heritability. Many high-throughput phenotyping experiments are
directed towards using the data in forward genetic studies in which heritability is crucial.
MVApp allows the estimation of broad-sense heritability for measured traits, thereby
enabling an informed decision on whether a specific phenotypic trait has sufficient genetic
variance to be used for forward genetic studies.
Quantile regression. Advances in phenotyping methods have enabled scientists to
examine more than one trait at once that could be contributing to the traits of major interest
(TOMI). Correlation analysis limits examination to the general trends observed during an
experiment; by also using quantile regression, MVApp allows the user to determine which
phenotypes might have a significant contribution to TOMI in different quantiles, and to
better understand the relationships among TOMI and other measured traits. Thus, MVApp
contributes to a better understanding of the phenotype-to-phenotype interactions and how
individual phenotypes contribute to TOMI such as survival, yield or metabolite production.
The broader use of quantile regression can also be applied to the field of plant breeding,
where understanding the traits contributing to TOMI is key to the development of superior
varieties with increased yields.
We live in the exciting times of high-throughput phenotyping, which generates an
avalanche of data reflecting the complexity of different biological systems. MVApp strives to
enhance the transparency of data curation and analysis by improving processing times and
by reducing the need for extensive knowledge of R or statistics and access to expensive

software.
The
R-code
for
MVApp
is
freely
accessible
at
https://github.com/mmjulkowska/MVApp, and we encourage contributions from the
scientific community. Instructions on how to contribute are available here:
https://github.com/mmjulkowska/MVApp/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md. Our aim is to
facilitate data analysis across the scientific community by compiling different methods that
are already in use in varied disciplines. We hope that MVApp can unlock the potential of
those methods and enhance the experience of data exploration and curation, especially for
further understanding the phenotype-to-genotype and the phenotype-to-phenotype
relationships in phenotypic data.
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